We investigated the influence of interareal distance on connectivity patterns in a database obtained from the injection of retrograde tracers in 29 areas distributed over six regions (occipital, temporal, parietal, frontal, prefrontal, and limbic). One-third of the 1,615 pathways projecting to the 29 target areas were reported only recently and deemed new-found projections (NFPs). NFPs are predominantly long-range, low-weight connections. A minimum dominating set analysis (a graph theoretic measure) shows that NFPs play a major role in globalizing input to small groups of areas. Randomization tests show that (i) NFPs make important contributions to the specificity of the connectivity profile of individual cortical areas, and (ii) NFPs share key properties with known connections at the same distance. We developed a similarity index, which shows that intraregion similarity is high, whereas the interregion similarity declines with distance. For area pairs, there is a steep decline with distance in the similarity and probability of being connected. Nevertheless, the present findings reveal an unexpected binary specificity despite the high density (66%) of the cortical graph. This specificity is made possible because connections are largely concentrated over short distances. These findings emphasize the importance of long-distance connections in the connectivity profile of an area. We demonstrate that long-distance connections are particularly prevalent for prefrontal areas, where they may play a prominent role in large-scale communication and information integration.
We investigated the influence of interareal distance on connectivity patterns in a database obtained from the injection of retrograde tracers in 29 areas distributed over six regions (occipital, temporal, parietal, frontal, prefrontal, and limbic). One-third of the 1,615 pathways projecting to the 29 target areas were reported only recently and deemed new-found projections (NFPs). NFPs are predominantly long-range, low-weight connections. A minimum dominating set analysis (a graph theoretic measure) shows that NFPs play a major role in globalizing input to small groups of areas. Randomization tests show that (i) NFPs make important contributions to the specificity of the connectivity profile of individual cortical areas, and (ii) NFPs share key properties with known connections at the same distance. We developed a similarity index, which shows that intraregion similarity is high, whereas the interregion similarity declines with distance. For area pairs, there is a steep decline with distance in the similarity and probability of being connected. Nevertheless, the present findings reveal an unexpected binary specificity despite the high density (66%) of the cortical graph. This specificity is made possible because connections are largely concentrated over short distances. These findings emphasize the importance of long-distance connections in the connectivity profile of an area. We demonstrate that long-distance connections are particularly prevalent for prefrontal areas, where they may play a prominent role in large-scale communication and information integration.
monkey | anatomy | neocortex T he development of retrograde tract tracing methods has made possible high-resolution connectivity analysis in the central nervous system at the single-cell level (1) . Considerable progress has been made in describing the functional regionalization of the cortex and the pathways linking cortical areas (2, 3) . This progress has led to an understanding that the organization of interareal connections constrains the flow of information through the cortex. For instance, the constellation of cortical areas in different sensory modalities is interconnected by feedforward and feedback pathways forming hierarchical systems (4) (5) (6) .
Improvements in tracer sensitivity and analysis methods have led to an increase in the number of identified interareal connections. In a recent study involving retrograde tracer injections into 29 cortical areas distributed reasonably evenly across the macaque cortex, each area was found to receive inputs from between 26 and 87 cortical areas in a cortical parcellation with 91 areas (7) . Although many more experiments are needed to test all the pathways of the entire network of 91 areas (G 91 × 91 ), the earlier study provided an edge-complete cortical G 29 × 29 subgraph in which the connectivity status between any two nodes of the G 29 × 29 is fully known. Formally, a subgraph (in our case, G 29 × 29 ) of a graph (G 91 × 91 ) is edge complete if it has exactly the same connections between its nodes as the same nodes have in the larger graph. The G 29 × 29 subgraph has a density of 66% (i.e., 66% of the connections that may exist do exist). The study revealed a total of 1,615 pathways in the G 29 × 91 graph, more than one-third of which had not been reported previously in the literature and hence constitute new-found projections (NFPs) as opposed to the previously reported known projections (7) . A dominating set analysis described the statistics of the global input to groups of areas revealed the existence of many small groups receiving connections from almost all other areas. In particular, there were two areas (8L and 7m) that together received input from all 91 areas, thus showing a minimum dominating set (MDS) of 2 for the G 29 × 91 graph (7) .
Given the significantly high percentage of NFPs per source area (36%; range, 8-63%), here we investigat how these connections influence the statistical properties of cortical network organization. We show how the known projections and the NFPs of the 29 target areas are distributed across the major regions of the cortex. Our analysis reveals that the NFPs are predominantly longdistance connections constituting nearly half of all pathways between areas more than 20 mm apart. Thus, having missed the NFPs, previous studies underestimated the contributions of longdistance corticocortical connections, prompting us to investigate the effects of distance on connectivity and to capitalize on quantitative data that heretofore have been lacking. We report that long-distance connections in general (including the NFPs) make an important contribution to the specificity of interareal connectivity. This is surprising insofar as binary specificity (i.e., specificity that excludes consideration of connection weights) is unlikely a priori, given the overall high density of the cortical graph (7) . Building on anatomical studies suggesting that cortical areas are connected to their neighbors more frequently than to more distant areas (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) , we examined how distance influences the probability of being connected in the G 29 × 91 graph. Following earlier suggestions that physically nearby areas tend to have similar inputs and outputs (13, 14) , we examined how distance influences the similarity of connectivity patterns in the G 29 × 91 graph. With increasing distance, there is a decline in the similarity and probability of being connected, the latter observation being a necessary condition for the observed high binary specificity of long-distance connections (both known projections and NFPs).
Results
Physical Layout of Source Areas with Respect to the Target Area. Fig. 1 shows an exemplar set of connectivity maps displayed on cortical surfaces (flat maps and lateral and medial inflated surfaces) for known projections and NFPs following an injection in F2 (see Fig. S1 for maps of the remaining 28 injections). Overall, the surface maps reveal that source areas form a group that covers between half and three-quarters of the cortical surface. The strongest connections (reddest hues) tend to be closest to the injection. Known connections form a more or less continuous territory surrounding the injected area. NFPs are rare in the immediate vicinity of the injected area but are common at intermediate and distant locations.
Regional Analysis of the Similarity of Connectivity. Fig. 1 and Fig. S1 show that strongly connected areas (known and NFP) tend to be grouped, suggesting that neighboring areas might share similar sets of connections (i.e., have similar connectivity profiles). To determine to what extent areas within each of the six cortical regions share similar connectivity profiles, we have defined a similarity index, which resembles the connectivity matching index developed in refs. 15 and 16 but has the advantage of taking into account both common connected and common nonconnected areas. More precisely, the similarity index measures the degree to which two areas receive input (or avoid receiving input) from common sources (in-link similarity) or project (or avoid projecting) to common target areas (see SI Similarity Index for definitions).
To assess the similarity of connectivity profiles for areas in the six different regions (occipital, temporal, frontal, parietal, prefrontal, and limbic), we computed the average similarity index of area pairs, for which one area is from region A and the other from region B. The out-link similarity between regions A and B then is obtained as the average similarity over all area pairs x (in A) and y (in B): S out AB = hS out xy i x∈ A; y∈ B ( Fig. 2A) . A similar method is used to calculate the in-link similarity of the connectivity patterns of the 29 target areas across the six regions (Fig. 2B) , S in AB = hS in xy i x∈ A; y∈ B . The diagonal for the similarity matrix represents the average similarity of the pairs of areas within each region. The limbic cortex has a row/column entry in the out-link similarity but not in the inlink similarity, because only a single limbic area was injected.
The pattern of similarity was consistent for in-and out-links, even though the incidence of nonreciprocal connections (∼30%) was relatively high (7) . High similarity values are concentrated along the positive diagonal (when A = B), and intraregion similarity is stronger than interregion similarity. For in-links, the highest intraregion similarity is in the occipital region and the lowest is in the temporal and parietal regions.
Interregion similarity tends to decrease with distance, but there are exceptions. For in-links, dissimilarity is greatest between the occipital (visual) and frontal (motor) regions; comparatively, the occipital and prefrontal regions show greater similarity, presumably because their areas have numerous long-distance connections (see below). Calculations of similarity based on a dot product between vectors of FLNe index (the fraction of labeled neurons in the source area with respect to the total number of labeled neurons extrinsic to the target area) for each region, yielding a cosine of the angle between the vectors, gave similar results (SI Weighted Similarity and Fig. S2 ).
Role of NFPs in Shaping the Global Input to Groups of Areas. Dominating set analysis is used in network theory to identify groups of areas that receive or provide the most direct influence with respect to the rest of the network. A subset of nodes D in a graph G is a dominating set if there is at least one connection from every node in the graph (including the set D) to a node in D. The MDS is defined as the dominating set with the smallest size (in the number of nodes). Elsewhere (7), we extended this definition to provide a more refined picture of the global input to groups of nodes in the cortex, by saying that D dominates x% of the nodes in G if x% of all the nodes in G are connected to at least one node in D. The case x% = 100%, i.e., when we have full domination, corresponds to the standard definition. We have shown (7) that the MDS 29 × 91 = 2, which is very low and reflects the dense connectivity of the interareal network (Table S1 ); that is, there is a group of only two targets (8L, 7m) that receives input from all 91 areas. Because the inputs to an area do not change with increasing numbers of injections, this means (for the same parcellation) that additional data can only decrease the MDS, not increase it. Thus, for the full interareal network G 91 × 91 we must have MDS 91 × 91 ≤ 2. Additionally, 26.6%, or 108 of all twoarea combinations of the 29 targets (there are 406 of them), will dominate 90-99% of all areas. There are 69 target triples (1.88%) that dominate the network fully. Similarly, there are 1,978 groups of four areas (8.33%) that fully dominate the network. Interestingly, all possible eight-target combinations (about 4.3 million) will dominate at least 90% of the whole network, as shown in Table S1 . As we show next, the NFPs play a major role in the statistics of the inputs to area groups. Tables S2 and S3 .
Surprisingly, when the NFPs are excluded, the network does not have a fully dominating set (SI Taking out NFP). This is because there are two areas (subiculum and piriform) that have only NFP connections, and when NFPs are removed, these two areas become isolated (Table S2) . We therefore repeated the dominating set analysis on 89 areas with these two isolated targets excluded. Even then, we see major differences in the dominating set statistics with In-link similarity. In both cases, the diagonal encodes the average intraregion similarity of area pairs, and the rest of the matrix the average interregion similarity of area pairs. Front, frontal region; Occ, occipital region; Par, parietal region; Pref, prefrontal region; Temp, temporal region. and without NFPs. In particular, the MDS jumps from 2 to 5 and only 2.84% of all eight-target combinations fully dominate the network, whereas with the NFPs included, the same number is 65.96%, a 23-fold change. In general, full domination is reduced significantly for each of the group sizes (last vertical column in Fig. S3 ) with the NFPs absent. This suggests that as a contingent of long-distance connections, the NFPs have an important role in bringing global input to small, specific groups of areas and are part of a focused integration mechanism in cortical information processing. We tested this assertion further by also looking at the density of connections within the smallest groups with the largest domination. Information processing within the group would be indicated by strong connectivity (SI Nodes with Strong Domination). Indeed, as summarized in Table S4 , the average density of connections within the fully dominating triplets is 85% whereas for quadruplets it is 73.6%, adding further evidence to the role of focused integration played by the NFPs.
Distance and Strength of NFPs. The NFPs to the areas in each cortical region constituted a substantial fraction of the total number of connections (limbic, 13%; prefrontal, 40%; frontal, 30%; parietal, 30%; temporal, 43%; and occipital, 37%). Fig. 3A shows a histogram of the number of known pathways (white bars) and of NFPs (red bars) in intervals of 0.5 log 10 (FLNe). On average, known connections are stronger than NFPs, but the FLNe values of the two populations overlap extensively. Indeed, a surprising 44% of the NFPs had FLNe of moderate strength (−4 < log 10 (FLNe) < −2), and a few (2%) are classified as strong connections (−2 < log 10 (FLNe) < 0). For very low FLNe values, NFPs correspond to at least 90% of the population but constitute a decreasing fraction of the source areas with increasing FLNe.
The proportion of NFPs increases with the estimated length of the 3D trajectory of pathways (Fig. 3B) . Fig. 3D shows that the average trajectory of NFPs (27 ± 8.3 mm SD) is longer than for known projections (22 ± 9.5 mm SD; t test, P < 0.001). Although the overall ranges of the two types of projections were similar, NFPs were relatively rare at distances shorter than 17 mm, and compared with known projections, they more frequently link source and target areas in different regions (Fig. 3E) . Within the injected region, only 11% of the projections are NFPs, compared with 37% outside the injected region (Fig. 3E) .
Regional Connectivity Signature and the Influence of NFPs. As we saw earlier, neighboring areas have similar connectivity profiles, so for two adjacent areas, there will be a relatively large number of other areas providing input to both. The shared inputs to the injected areas of a region represent a form of connectivity signature of that region. Because NFPs are predominantly long-distance connections from outside the region containing the target area, one surmises that the NFPs-or, more generally, the long-distance connections-play a special role in the connectivity signature of the injected areas in a region. Next, we investigate the role of NFPs in the connectivity signature of a region (SI Common Source Signatures).
Each of the five regions has a variable number of source areas providing common input. The influence of the NFPs on the common territory is evident on the inflated and flat map representations ( Fig. 3C and Fig. S4 ), in which common source areas from long-distance connections are in blue and known + NFPs in red. In all cases, the inclusion of the NFPs markedly increased the number of cortical areas projecting to all the injected areas in a region (Fig. 3F, blue bars) .
The injected areas in the occipital cortex (Fig. 3C) share inputs via known connections from 8 areas located in the temporal (TH/TF, TEpv, TEa/mp, TEOm, MT, FST, and V4t) and parietal (LIP) regions (see Table S5 for the complete nomenclature of the cortical areas). Inclusion of the NFPs greatly extends the number of common areas, adding 11 areas in the temporal region (dorsally up to areas MST and including the subdivisions of STPc, STPi, and STPr, and ventrally up to areas TEav and including the perirhinal area), 2 areas in the parietal region (areas PIP and DP), and 1 area in the prefrontal region (area 8L) (Fig. 3C) .
Across the five regions from above, an average of 7% of the known inputs to each region are common sources to all the areas in a given region. The same percentage applied to known and NFPs combined increases to 19%. To address whether the effect of inclusion of NFPs on the increase in the number of common sources is a result of the specificity of the NFPs and not just the consequence of the increased density of connections, we carried out a permutation test in which NFPs were replaced by randomly selected projections drawn from the full set of areas that were not reported previously to project to the target area (Fig. 3F) . In each cortical region except the parietal region, the number of common source areas observed significantly exceeds the mean number of common source areas in the randomly redistributed areas by a factor of 1.5 on average (median 1.6), and the 90% confidence intervals exclude the experimentally obtained values in every case except for the parietal region. The difference between the gray and white bars in Fig. 3F indicates the increase in common source areas to be expected solely on the basis of increased density. Do the NFPs have a privileged role with respect to known connections in the common source signature? Fig. 3F tests this by a permutation analysis. For each target area, we have two categories: known and NFP. We permute connections across the two categories by randomly reassigning the labels of NFP and known within each density bin, as shown in Fig. 3A . This generates a set of connections that is numerically equal to the number of connections in the known category but is composed of randomly selected known connections and NFPs (orange bars). Comparison of orange and white bars in Fig. 3F shows similar numbers of common inputs. This observation is important because it suggests there is nothing special about the NFPs with respect to known connections in constraining the common input.
To summarize, the NFPs for each target area are not a random collection of additional connections, but instead constitute a distinct set of predominantly low-weight, long-distance connections. Their specificity is not different from that of known connections of the same distance. To understand why NFPs are so specific, we need to investigate the overall role distance plays in defining the cortical network. This we undertake in the next section.
Binary Specificity and Distance. Because of the high density of the G 29 × 29 subgraph, one would expect little binary specificity. However, in Fig. 3F we saw that addition of NFPs caused a nearly threefold increase in common inputs and that randomization confirmed the specificity of the NFPs. Is the specificity related to their being long distance?
To examine this, we determined the incidence of common source areas for short distances (intraregion connections) and for long distances (interregion connections) and compared this with randomized patterns of connectivity (Fig. 4A) . The extent to which the randomized values are lower than the experimentally observed values indicates the specificity of the connectivity. For sources and potential sources confined to the same region, observed and randomized values were very similar. By contrast, for interregion connectivity, the observed number of common sources to the sets of targets in each of the five regions (blue bars) was significantly higher than the average number occurring by the permutation analysis (gray bars). The results suggest there is little binary specificity of connections at short distances in the region in which the area is located, contrasting with the high degree of binary specificity for long-distance interregion connections. To examine this in more detail, we constructed the edge-complete intraregion subgraphs for the prefrontal, frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital regions (gray bars in Fig. 4B ) and the edgecomplete interregion subgraph (interregion in Fig. 4B ). The intraregion graph densities had a mean value of 90% (range, 70-100%). These values contrast with the interregion graph, in which the density is 50%. Compared with the intraregion networks, the low density of the interregion network allows for high specificity.
Injected areas receive projections from nearly all areas in their immediate vicinity; by visual inspection, the incidence of nonconnected areas increases with distance from the injected areas ( Fig. 1 and Fig. S1 ). If this reflects differences in the density of connectivity with distance, it might explain the increase in binary specificity with distance shown in Fig. 4A . To investigate this possible effect of distance on connectivity, we quantified this relationship using an estimate of the within-white-matter distance between target areas and all other areas (both connected and not connected) (Methods). The percentage of source areas as a function of the total number of areas available at a given distance bin (Fig. 4C) showed a steady decline with distance. In the immediate vicinity of target areas, 99% of the areas present project to the target area. This declines to 85% at 10-20 mm, 50-60% at 20-40 mm, and below 40% beyond 40 mm.
The high connectivity density at short distances leaves little room for diversity at that scale, because nearly all areas are interconnected. This contrasts with the higher specificity and heterogeneity occurring for projections from areas separated by long distances. Because the similarity of connections is greater intraregionally compared with across regions (Fig. 2) , we have examined whether there also is an effect of distance on the similarity of connections. Fig. 4D shows that neighboring targets have highly similar connectivity, which progressively decreases with separation between the target area pairs.
Regional Differences in Frequency of Long-Distance Connections.
Previously, prefrontal areas were noted to receive many connections, i.e., to have a high in-degree (7). Here we show that compared with all other areas, the degree of the prefrontal areas is significantly higher (Fig. 5A) . We then investigated whether the higher degree of the prefrontal cortex is associated with the areas in this region engaging in more long-distance connections compared with areas in other regions.
In Fig. 5B , the interregion connections were separated into two groups: those with either a prefrontal source or target and those excluding the prefrontal region as both source and target. The average difference in numbers of connections as a function of distance was calculated between the two groups (blue points). Prefrontal and nonprefrontal labels were permuted randomly, and the difference in the numbers of connections of the two groups as a function of distance was recomputed 10,000 times to yield a permutation distribution at each distance (17) . We estimated the probability that the number of prefrontal connections at each distance is greater than or equal to the number of con- nections involving all other regions. For a given distance, when the differences for permuted values (yellow in Fig. 5B ) are less than the observed unpermuted data (blue points), then the prefrontal connections are significantly more numerous. All P values corrected for multiple testing were significant for distances greater than 40 mm, thus indicating that the prefrontal region participates in a greater number of long-range connections than all other regions combined (30-35 mm, P = 0.01; 35-40 mm, P = 0.004; 40-45 mm, P < 0.001; 45-50 mm, P < 0.001; and 50-55 mm, P < 0.001). Similar tests restricted to inputs to the prefrontal cortex (and thereby making sure the area dimensions in this region are not a confounding factor) give similar results.
The results of this study indicate that long-distance connections play a determinant role in the specificity of the cortical network. In this respect, it is of particular interest that the prefrontal cortex is characterized by a significantly greater number of long-distance connections compared with all other regions.
Discussion
NFPs and Known Connections. Long-distance connections play a special role in conferring specificity to the interareal network. There is a decrease in similarity and therefore an increase in dissimilarity with distance (Fig. 4D) . This is because the majority of long-distance connections differentiate the connectivity profiles of neighboring target areas, in contrast to the minority (19%) that provide a common input to neighboring target areas, thereby defining the connectivity signature of the areas in a given region. We show that contrary to regional connections, long-distance connections exhibit a high degree of specificity and play an important role in determining the connectivity profiles of their targets. NFPs are a particular set of largely low-weight, longdistance connections. Our permutation analysis shows that the specificity of NFPs is similar to that of known connections at the same distances. The cortical graph is extremely dense (66%), so we would not expect there to be any binary specificity (7) . However, we found that the probability of any two areas being connected declines with distance. In other words, in the G 29 × 91 , density is concentrated at short distances, thereby allowing the long-distance connections to be considerably sparser. Given the high average density, this sparser long-distance connectivity is the prerequisite for the high specificity that we observe in the long-distance connections and further underlines the importance of the NFPs.
Although the term "NFP" is potentially awkward, as the "newness" of these projections is of only relative value, we emphasize again that the connections of these pathways share similar statistical properties with those of known pathways at the same distance. Because the NFPs are predominantly long distance, our analysis shows they have an important impact on the specificity of interareal connectivity. The complete set of connections obtained by including the NFPs permits a more accurate analysis of the cortical network.
Role of Distance on Cortical Organization. The cerebral cortex exhibits local structural and functional continuity in ways that also respect the distinctness of adjoining areas (18) (19) (20) . This may contribute to clustering of functionally related areas and minimization of aggregate wiring (21) (22) (23) (24) . A corollary prediction is that interareal connectivity should be influenced by distance. Indeed, we found that connectivity similarity changes as a smooth function of distance (Fig. 4D) , which echoes other gradual changes across the cortex, such as the size of dendritic arbors (25) , the extent of intrinsic connectivity (26) , and gene expression (27) .
The factors influencing the frequency of common source areas illustrate how specificity of connectivity is determined. The common-source, long-distance connections constitute a connectivity signature for a set of areas in a particular locality. Given that only a selection of the areas in a region have been investigated, the set of common inputs will evolve as the number of areas injected increases, so further injections will be necessary to determine the full repertoire of common-source areas. In the present results, the two regions most strikingly influenced by shared common input are the occipital and prefrontal regions ( Fig. 3C and Fig. S4 ).
Area 7m, like 8L, has a very large in-degree that fits with the extensive connectivity of the precuneus region, as reported in both human and monkey (28, 29) .
Shared inputs to the occipital cortex stretch from the ventral parietal cortex through most of the temporal cortex, plus the frontal eye field area (areas 8L and 8m) in the prefrontal cortex. The extensive common input from the temporal to the occipital region is consistent with the physiological importance of feedback to early visual areas (30) . The finding that area 8L projects consistently to occipital areas points to the widespread role of eye movements in the physiology of early visual processing (31) . Interestingly, the second component of the frontal eye field, area 8m, provides a widespread input to the parietal cortex (all areas barring areas 5 and 2). These differences concerning the relationship of the frontal eye field with the parietal and occipital cortices are consistent with distinct requirements for the processing of large (area 8m) and small saccades (area 8L) (32) .
Shared input to the prefrontal cortex originates from extensive portions of the frontal and limbic cortex plus the temporal and parietal cortex. Interestingly, the extensive territory sending common input to the prefrontal region largely is not reciprocated, similar to the situation for the occipital cortex.
Conclusion. The present findings show that long-distance connections make important contributions to the specificity of the cortical network. Weights of the pathways linking cortical areas show a high heterogeneity spanning five to six orders of magnitude, suggesting that weight plays an important role in specifying the physiological function of a cortical area (7) . Although longdistance connections overall are weak, they nevertheless are highly consistent across brains (7, 13) , and one can hypothesize that their primary role is in communication via coordinating oscillatory activity (33) . Long-distance connections in the occipital cortex have been proposed to play a prominent role in imagery and multisensory integration (34) . The global neuronal workspace model of consciousness predicts the long-distance connections that we show characterize the prefrontal cortex and that have been hypothesized to ignite large-scale cortical networks (35, 36) .
The present findings explore the large contingent of longdistance connections, which were not detected previously. The G 29 × 91 shows a high density (7) . Because of the decreasing probability of connectivity with distance, the G 29 × 91 subgraph exhibits an unsuspected high-degree of binary specificity of longdistance connections. This underlines the importance of the NFPs, because they are a major contingent of the long-distance connections. Additionally, as part of the long-distance connectivity, the NFPs play an important role in the globalization of input to small groups of areas, thereby contributing to the focused integration mechanism provided by the core structure suggested in earlier studies using "rich-club"-type network measures (expressing the extent to which central nodes have more interconnections than expected at random) (37) . Future investigations are required to uncover the long-distance connections (equivalent to the NFPs here) we confidently assume remain to be discovered in the 62 areas we have not injected here; presumably, the NFPs were missed in earlier studies because they tended to focus on connectivity in the vicinity of the injected area (7) . Because of the low weight of long-distance connections, this work cannot be carried out by existing imaging techniques but instead require the gold standard provided by quantitative tract tracing (7, 13, 38, 39) . As shown here, these long-distance connections are important in characterizing the connectivity of regions and the individuality of the connectivity profiles of areas. It remains to be seen whether long-distance connections exhibit unique properties, such as synaptic morphologies (40) or molecular identities of the parent neurons (27, 41, 42) . Overall, the present results point to the need to fully embrace the large-scale connectivity of the cortex if we are to resolve how its overall structural complexity relates to its function.
Methods
Surgical and histology procedures were in accordance with European requirements 86/609/EEC and approved by the ethics committe of the region Rhône-Alpes.
Connectivity Data. We used the retrograde tracing connectivity data reported in Markov et al. (7) . The injected area is referred to as the target area and the area containing labeled neurons as the source area. The 29 target areas are V1, V2, V4, TEO, 9/46d, F5, 8m, 7A, DP, 2, 5, 7B, STPr, STPi, STPc, PBr, TEpd, 24c, FI, F2, F7, ProM, 8L, 9/46v, 46d, 8B, MT, 7m, and 10. The weights of the projections were defined by their FLNe index, which is defined as the fraction of labeled neurons located in the source area with respect to the total number of labeled neurons extrinsic to the target area. Detailed descriptions of injection sites, FLNe values, and the parcellation of the cortical areas may be found in ref. 7 . (Updates, atlases, and additional information are available at www.core-nets.org). Distances between areas were determined by minimum white matter trajectories (SI Methods).
Influence of Locality on Connectivity. To investigate the shared characteristics of the long-distance connectivity of neighboring areas, we defined six regions (Table S5 ). Three of these regions correspond to the parietal, temporal, and occipital cortical lobes. We subdivided the frontal lobe into frontal and prefrontal regions. Midline areas surrounding the corpus callosum were combined into a limbic region. For a more global assessment of the regions, see Fig. 3C and Fig. S4 .
